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Humber 15U

Fifteen
students
were
tapped for membership in the
Sphinx Club at the Honors Day
Convocation Thursday in the
Arena.
Neariy 400 students and
faculty members were cited
for hOlPrs for activities on
campus at the convocation.
Fifteen coeds were tapped
into Cap and Tassel; one faculty member was awarded the
Faculty Sphinx; three srudents
were named as outstanding
communicators of the name

of SIU; the Outstanding Male ~ R ,8¥erz, Laurie J. Brown,
and Female Freshmen and. Jo·iI#l~ F. Wilhelm, Kathy ~!.
Sophomores were named; and' w~Htk; and the· late F: arl 1I.like
the University Student Council C arson (accepted by·. i\lrs.
award was presented.
Jananne Carson).
New members of the Sphinx
Sphinx Club members from
Club, special interest acth'i- the Edwardsville campus inties honorary were: Richard clude Lawrence F. Ashley,
L. Cox, Warren steinborn, R. Helen F. Black, Charles A.
Daniel Crumbaugh, William Buchana, Roger B. Burch,
Murphy, Joseph K. Beer, Cheryl R. Cobbel, Daniel L.
Charolette
K.
Thompson, Corben, Curtis Galloway, MiDorothy A. Hill, Donald R. chael L. Hurt, Ella G. Johnson,
Grant,
Robert
P. Quail, Tony
Johnson,
Anita
J.
Charles B. Lounsbury, James
(Continued on Page 11)'1

SIU to Train 400 Teachers for
* Party
*
Action
To Pick Slate
For Council
The Action Party, a newly
organized political party at
SIU, will meet in convention
form at 6:30 p.m. today in
the University Center River
Rooms.
On the agenda is nomination
of candidates for officers and
Student Council members in
the upcoming student government election.
The proposed date for the
election of officers has been
set by the Student Council as
June 3, but thiS date is yet
subject to appro\'al of University officials.
The Student Council set the
date following approval of a
bill which determined that the
counctl would operate in the
same procedures as the past
for at least one more year.
The elections have been held
early in May previously.
Candidates to be nominated
by the Action Party include
student body president and
vice president, and persons
to fill the 12 Student Council
seats that will be vacated
this fall.
Also on the agenda for
nominations will be candidates
for the Executive Committee
of the Action Party. The comminee members will serve a
one year term.
The Executive Committee
will appo!nt a party chairman at a later date. The
chairman will also serve for
one year. The present acting
ch1irman of the Action Party
is Alan C. Punis.
In
connection
with the
nominations, David Carter,
Acnon party member, said,
"I think we hav;; represematives from many facets of the
C ni versity student body, and
(Continued on Page 13)

Will Run Crash Program
For 'Proiect Head Start'
SIU has signed a $72,000
contract to conduct a crash
training program for 400
elementary school teachers
as leaders in "Project Head
Stan" for preschool children.
Raymond H. Dey, dean of
the Division of University Extension, said SIU's contract
with the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity is forthree
six-day
schools for the
teacher-leaders.
The shon courses will begin
June 14, 21 and 28, he said,
with 225 teachers receiving
training at the Carbondale
campus and 175 at East St.
Louis. Thomas E. Jordan,
professor of Special EdUcation
and GUidance, will be in charge
of the training.
Training of the leaders, Dey
said, is the first step in a
program to bring school room

Dinner Is Served
At Tlwmpson Point
(lfYou Wear Shoes)
JFK MEMORIAL - The Thompson Point nag pole was dedicated
Thursday to the memory of the late President John F. Kennedy.
Taking part were (left to right) J.D. Templeton, Dale Miller,
Charlotte Hentz and Mike Peck. Peck is TP president.

Flag From Capitol

Thompson Point Dedicates
Flagpole to John Kennedy

Residents
of Thompson
Point dedicated their flagpole
to the memory of the late
President John F. Kennedy in
ceremonies Thursday morning.
Pl'esident Delyte W. Morris
raised the flag, which had once
flown atop the Capitol Building
in Washington, D.C.
The flag was obtained from
St::n. Everett M. Dirksen, R.m., by SIU's Zeta Nu chapte:of Alpha Phi Omega, national
service fraternity.
Fraternity president, Jerry
F. Pickar, presented the nag
to Michael G. Peck, Thompson
POint president.
James D. Templeton, fraternity member and resident
of Thompson POint, presented
Peck With a letter of verification.
Richard L. Cox, Thompson
Point senator,
read the
proclamation, which stated in
part:
"Be it resolved that: The
residents of the Thompson
Point living area of Southern
Illinois University, fully appreciating the tremendous impact that John Kennedy had
Gus says he doesn't like the upon his country and the reway they try to ram things markable effort which he put
down youI' throat around here. forth during his tenure of

Gus Bode

u.s.

office, dedicate the Thompson
Point flagpole in memory of
this great man and President."
Members of the AFROTC
Honor Guard assisted in the
ceremony.
President MorriS, housing
officials and members of the
Thompson Point Executive
Council ate breakfast together
following the ceremony.

It's okay to show up for
Sunday dinner at Lentz Hall
without a coat, but you'd better
be wearing shoes or you'n go
away hungry.
A new dress code distributed at Thompson POint, explains that because of warm
weather men are not required
to wear sportcoats to Sunday
and special dinners as long
as they wear a shin and tie.
But it stressed that no
resident will be allowed in
Lentz Hall's dining area Without some type of foot apparel.
And thongs or shower clogs
don't count.
For those With an informal
bent, it's all right to wear
"cut-offs" as long as they are
hemmed and rolled up at the
legs. Girls will be permitted
to wear levis, the T.P. Pointer
reported.

orientation to a million underprivileged youngsters before
the opening of school in the
fall.
Financed by the OEO and
hometown sponsoring agencies, the eight-week programs
in thousands of communities
are designed to prepare the
children for the experiences
to be encountered in kindergarten or first grade.
Through this preparation it
is hoped the children of low
income families can enter
school more nearly on a par
with youngsters of higher JIcome homes.
Training of the professional
leaders at the University will
I a r gel y
consist of the
me~hanics
for setting up
hometown Head Start Centers,
Dey said. After six days of
this training the leaders will
return to their homes and
start a one-week intensive
training course for com munity
volunteer workers who will
then be ready to staff the community preschool centers.
Earlier this week Rep. Kenneth Gray, D-West Frankfort, had announced that some
1,601 children would be enrolled in 10 Head Start projects in seven southern Illinois counties.
Gray said the pre-school
nurseries for cl!lturally disadvantaged children who will
attend kindergarten this fall
would cost $270,563.
The seven counties involved
are Jackson, Williamson, Saline, Gallatin, puaski, Perry
and Massac.
In the breakdown of Jackson County projects, Gray said
Southern would hire three pro ..
fessionals to teach 15 children at one center. The SIt·
project will have one paid
neighborhood resident and
one volunteer worker, the announcement said.

Coeds Check, but Not the Beds
By Pam Gleaton
On a recent ramble through
Woody Hall, it seemed as
though so,nething was missing.
According to the latest inventory report, there are, in
fact, 108 fewer items of furniture in Woody than there
should be.
Just how much ofthis missing furniture can be written
off as theft is hard to say.
Some girls delight in furnishing their rooms with a table,
a smoking stand and an extra
chair if they can find the room
for it. The extra furnishings
are returned at the end of the
year, a little used, but good
enough for the girls next year.

Even the inventive coeds in
Woody couldn't walk off With
some of the things that are
missing.
For example, at the top of
the list are two rugs, one
14xlS feet and the other 9xl9
feet. Included in the listing
are pads to go with the rugs.
Now, just Who would want
such a rug? The girls in Woody
wouldn't, because their rooms
aren't big enough to use (much
less hide) the rugs. Admitted,
they would be nice in an apartment, but how would you explain to the head resident that
you are borrowing her nice
rug for a year or two because
your floors are cold?
Another unusual item on the

missing list is 15 beds of assorted types. Everyone knows
that a dormitory is supposed
to have beds. but what kind of
dorm would let its beds get
away?
This item is particularly
disrressinr in light of the fact
that earlier in the school year
Woody was over-assigned by
the Housing Office. What did
those poor girls sleep on,
sleeping bags?
As with the rugs, the logical
conclusion is that someone
has misplaced the beds. Perhaps instead of checking to
see if girls are in their beds
during bed check, the resident
fellows should make sure that
(Continued on Page 3)
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WSIU's 'Concert Hall' to Air
Music of Telemann, Bartok
artistic life in West GerThe musical works ofTelemany.
mann and Bartok will be heard
at 3 p.m. this afternoon on 5 p.m.
WSIU's "Concert Hall."
The Chorus: Music from the
Other highlights:
great choral works and
famed choruses, both clas12:30 p.m.
sical and popular.
News Report: A half hour of
the latest news, weather and 7 p.m.
sports.
Storyland: Stories, songs
and things to do for the
2:15 p.m.
youngsters. Vicki King is
Germany Today: A weekly
report on the cultural and ' hostess for the series.

WSIU-TV Slates UN Day Concert
A "United Nations Day Con- 7:30 p.m.
cert" will feJ.ture the London
The Red Madonna: A study
of church-state relations in
Symphony Orchestra under the
Poland.
direction of George Solti at
8:30 p.m. on WSIU- TV's Festival of [he Arts.
8 p.m.
Other highlights:
Spectrum: The field studies
5 p.m.
presently under way that
What's New: How to identify
may change our lives
tomorrow.
nonpoisonous snakes.

VARSITY LATE SHOW

LUAU 'LABORERS - A bridge for the Steagall-Brown luau whicb
starts at 5 p.rn. Saturday behind Brown ball gets painted by (left
to right) Sandra J. Glover, Connie L. Zeller and Susan K. Green.
The luau is open to the public.

1-----------------1
Cycle Accidents Are Still on the Rise
TOHITE NfD SATURDAY NITE ONLY
BOX OFFICE OPENS 10:15 P.M. SHOW STARTS 11:00 P.M.
A'-L SEATS $1.00

"Anne Bancroft is a remarkahle
actress, completely convinCing
and fascinating to watch! She is
-L6E _
_n
astunner! Afirst·rate stfpporting
cast.

The recent crackdown by effect on widespread traffic
state police on illegal cycle law violations by students,
operation has had little or no Carbondale Police Chief Jack
G. Hazel told the Daily
Egyptian Thursday.
Hazel said the accident rate
for the last few weeks is
higher than normal, with a
large share of the increase
being
accidents involving
cycles. Hazel said he had
discussed the cycle problem
with members of his department, but had reached no
solution.

r-----------:r,

• "A WHIRLWIND OF EMOTIONS! Jack
Clayton's triumph is that be keeps
ouraHenlion by sheer cinematic
pyrotechnics, acalDera tbat
aoes to the heart of tile matter,
and an excellent supporting cast,
Notable cinematic mamenls!"
nPoignant and compelling! Jack
Clayton's very ,stylish direction,
Harold Pinter's glittering screen·
play; Anne Bancroft's prize-Winning
perfc:mance !"

Today's Weather
PARTLY
CLOUDY

SHOWN 8 - 10 P.M.
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

film soeiety

FOR RESERVATIONS

PH. 9-2913

ABSORBING FILM! Aflank
elllliraffol ef marriage! MatI.ificlnt
actina of award calibre by An. Bancroft!"

-CUE_

"A WORK OF ART! Anne Bancroft's
performance one of the finest pieces of
acting ever captured on the
screen! Peter Finch is perfect,
James Mason terrifying r

Partly cloudy to cloudy and
mild with occasional light
rain. Partial clearing with
high in the lower 80s. According to the SIU Climatology
Laboratory, the high for this
date is 95, set in 1925, and
the low is 36, set in 1954.

AttfNUMBER
CAN PLAY...

but its better
with just two!

"DRAMATIC LIGHTNING! Strong, incisive film!
H is played like a house afire by Anne Bancroft,
stretching her talents to astonishing breadth!"

ANNE'SANCROF'T-"PETERFINCH ·JAMES MASON

T'he'PampJdJlIoter
...sou_ CEDRIC HAROWtCKE
l<-"U' .. ~.,..KAftClDf'!NTER·"'Sfg"''' ••''I('' __ ''''PI!NO.Of>fw.)ltTlNElt
-..:rD ... .aMES WCY'-t.f·-'CflD .. JACK ClAYTON

1fRMKlE AVMIIN . ANNrnE fUHICELlO . DEBORAH WAillY· HARVEY LEMBECK l
~ JOHN ASHlEY· JUDY McCREA, DONNA LOREN· MARTA KRISTEN· UHDA EVANS ;

~ BOBBI SHAW . DO~ ~!L£SlA~U!!DE [iSlliEAjON~ ~
1iilifi. AlIEi I III TI••Sf"

iiiii"1"i.ISlfl

iiiis".

l!tIIUII' ulan I UlifF illlllf mw

f
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Activities

MOVIE HOUR

'Gathering of Eagles' Tonight;
Tennis Tearn to Meet Memphis
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet at 10
a.m. in Room C and at 7
p.m. in Room B of the University Center.
The University Center Programming Board Service
Committee will roc.:;ot at noon
in Room E of the University
Center.
The Moslem Student Association will meet at 2 p.m. in
Room E of the University
Center.
The Women's Recreation Association will play softball
at 4 p.m. in the area of Wall
and Park Streets.
The Women's Recreation AsSOciation will play tennis at
4 p.m. in the nonh tennis
courts.
The movie, .. A Gathering of
Eagles," will be shown at
6, 8 and 10 p.m. in Furr
auditorium.

Microbiology Seminar
Yuh Lin Hwang, graduate
student in the Department of
Microbiology, will give a talk
at a seminar at 10 a.m. today in Room G-16 of the Life
Science Building.

A band dance entitled "China's
Night" will be held at 8:30
p.m. in ~he Roman Room of
the University Center.
Probe will present "High
Speed Flight," three films,
at 8 p.m. in Browne Au-

(Continued from Page 1)

StriklDa: the acreen with dramatic Impact of • ThaD bl.at- off i . thI. t.ut
dram. of the Uvea .and love. of the men 1Nbo keep a nipt viell doae to
Out nuclear araenal. Personal tension. burn like a alow fuse in the under--

pound Command Poet of the Strategic Air Command wben • 8-52 1. diaabled in fiillbt.

SATURDAY, MAY 22
FURR AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
ADULTS 60C, STUDENTS 4Qe WITH AcnVlTY CARD
2 - SHOWS 6:30 and 8:30 P.M.

LIAMBERGIN

sm

Irish Editor at
To Deliver Last oj
Lectures on Yeats

RAY MlUAM>, ANllDf( CUI+! & DEBRA PADGET

,.. TH ERIYERS EDGE •

Liam Bergin, Irish newspaper editor, will deliver the
last of the spring series of
Yeats Centennial lectures at
II p.m. Monday in Morris Li-

Trylng to eel over the M.deaD border with. etoll1tQ. milUon doUara. a Cl'UeJ
r!d unscrupulous confidence man contact. an i:lftoce.u: rancher who ill
married to his one-Ume accomplice. and the tbtee f.U out durin. a violent
stnlggle for freedom.

":==============::;:======~

~~:~~~i~~ ~~e t~:a~~l~~it~~:

missing (?) from Woody Hall
in the last in'emory. If you
know of the whereabouts or servance of the Irish poet's
the disposition of any item, birth. The lecture is open to
please call the Woody Hall the public.
office, c!-224 1. "
Let us add to this plea the Hellenic Students Slate
plea of the women of Woody First Meeting Sunday
Hall. "Please return our beds
The newly formed Hellenic
and rugs, the floor is terribly
Association will hold
cold, and it we had lamps to Student
its first meeting at 6 p.m.
read by and chairs to sit in Sunday,
Room E of the
it would make life much more Universityin Center.
bearable."

~

Jan t

Zs~o!ls
"Bib"
Brown
Cowhide
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TONIGHT, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

SHOWN FIRST

I~ll

" AGATHERING OF EAGlES •

brary
Auditorium.
Bergin,
a visiting professor r
of journalism at sm, will discuss "W. B. Yeats-A Poet
of All Ages."
Ralph W. Bushee is the

ADMISSION 75C PER PERSON
Under 12 FREE

s. .lIJfIIlJli

ROO< 1tJOS().I, BARRY SUWVAN & MJ;R( PEAOt

d~rorium.

Tn ~ Tennis team meets
Memphis State University at
2:30 p.m. in the University
Courts.
The faculty wives will have a
recital and reception at 8
p.m. in the Morris Library
Auditorium and Lounge.
There will be a display of
services and facilities of the
national parks at 1 p.m. in
Rooms B, C, and D of the
University Center.
Pi Sigma Epsilon will have a
display at noon in Rooms
H, U and C in the University Center.
The University Center Programming Board Special
Events Committee will meet
at 9 a.m. in Room B of the
University Center.
Sophomore Testing will continue at 8 a.m. in the Morris
Library Auditorium and the
Arena.

Beds Missing, Coeds Aren't;
Woody Finds Rugs Gone Too
what the girls are sleeping on
are beds.
Beds and rugs are expected
to be found in dorms, but what
would anyone wam with a
seven-foot umbrella? Unusual
as i£ may seem, Woody is
missing one. The offkial report reads "58964-------Umbrella 7 ft. dia."
Other miSSing items include
kit c hen
stools,
chairs,
benches, end tables, coffee
tables, lounll;es, two fans, a
table lamp, 2u reading lamps,
an ottoman, wooden dressers,
brass and wicker ash trays,
room dividers, a silver rack,
a sofa, a typing table and an
aluminum paddle.
Perhaps the motive behind
the missing paddle (whatever
it was used for) was that if it
were not handy, it could not
be used for punishment.
At the top of this unlikely
list of missing furniture is
this statement. "The following items have been found

FRIDAY, MAY 21
FURR AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
ADULTS 60e, STUDENTS 4Qe WITH ACTIVITY CARD
3 - SHOWS 6:00 - 8:00 - 10:00 P.M.

SHOWN SECOND

THE

"Weskit"
Brown
White

,,,. I ••der of the
..11became
;:!¥olutlon In Ametle••••

TonyCurtiC
Natalie Wood
Henry Fonda
Lauren Bacall
Mel Ferrer
~t'I.
J'l sex\<. and the
'.l~Single girl

_FROM
GAlVESTON
HTINTfR·m~m~d8URN ."'

Ii!
,t

'-. ~
\-/ SMILE
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Leslie's Shoes, Inc.

MOORHNDRfWs
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"YOUNG FURY"
~COLOR
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210 S. Illinois
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You Can't Use the Campus Mail
Unless They like your "Attitude"
Two weelcs ago-on May 7th
-a letter appeared in Ka,
signed by a group of graduate
students, soliciting graduate
and faculty support for the
Rational Action Movement,
under the aegis of Friends
~ (FORAM). Members 0
the faculty are no doubt wondering why this letter, dated
May 5th, didn't reach them
until about May 15th. The
problem seems to have been
one of administrative stalling.
The letters went into the
campus mail on May 6th and
7th.
Apparently one was
opened by Post Office personnel, who then requested a
decision from their administrative superior as to whether
this communication could go
through campus mail; eventually it la.1ded on the desk
of the Director of Auxiliary
Enterprises. Before he could
establish communication with
anyone from FORAM, he had
to go out of town for a day or
two. The letters sat, meanwhile, in the Post Office.
Finally, the followingWednesday (May 12th) communication
was established, and a member of FORAM discussed the
si[uation with him, receiving,
in the process, several interesiting insights into the
decision-making process on
this campus.
Ka interviewed this FORAM
member, Mrs. Dorothy Gutenkauf, about her encounter With
Auxiliary Enterprises.
Q. Mrs. Gutenlcauf, what.~id
the Director of Auxiliary Enterprises have to say when you
asked him why the FORAM
letters weren't sent?
A. He began by stating that
this wasn't an official University communication ,md therefore didn't meet the prescribed rules for campus distribution.
The rules are.

0;

Letterfrom
Mississippi
702 Wall St.
McComb, Miss.
May 4, 1965
"Dixie's Darlin' -Mustang."
The huge billboard with 'i
Ford Mustang against a huge
Dixie flag greeted us as we
entered Memphis. We were
back in the South, in the New
(white) South, which is clinging tc> old images and
supported by Northern corporations ..
Coming back into the state
after four months at SIU was
no shock. The contradictions.
conflicts, and change MissisSippi is undergoing are but an
exaggeration of what is
happening in southern Illinois
and the rest of the country.
Sometimes
the contradictions are humorous:
In
Jackson, the billboards advertising fer one candid~te for
City Commissioner said he
was "Conservative - Responsible - Progressive." Sometimes people strikeout against
the contradictions. In Indianola, two Negro homes were
burned to the ground. two
others bombed. this last
weekend.
The car we drove down in
was going to Neshoba County,
where three freedom workers
were murdered last summer •.• and where their accused
murders are still running the
"law enforcement" of the
county. Sheriff Rainey is still
sheriF.
I was going to Amite
("Friendship") County, where
Herbert Lee was murdered in
1961, where the Klan bas its
stronghold, where law and the
Klan are so close as to be
inseparable. and a Negro
missing means a Negro dead
-and many are missing.
The stories of terror ar.d
intimidation are unending
down here, but it IS here that
the story of the "New South"
is unfolding.
The New South is not the
changing white South so much
as the changing Negro South.
It is here that the relJellion
is occurring which is forcing
the white South !") change. It
is here that the positive
demands are being made,
creative solUtions found.
The change here lies not in
the "white" people of good
will, for they are trapped by
their caste and often by their
class position. Too many
forces keep them from being
free [0 act. The change is
coming from the poor Negroes; in the story of their
acting, their positive confrontation of their slave condition,
and their organizing we can
see the movement that may
cure some of the illnesses of
our whole society.
As this is a continuing
essay, many aspects of this
movement will come to light
as events are written about.
I am sorry this isn't typed,
but at the moment I don't
have access to a typewri.ter.
Sincerely,
Jane Adams

May 21, 1965
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Pcge ..

interestingly, in print-our
letter didn't qualify on several
counts. I pointed out, however,
that this was a communication
from a group of members of
the University community to
other members of the same
community, about a matter
of mutual concern. As a matter of fact, he cited several
examples of precisely this
sort of thing-for example, a
departmental chairman seeking housing for new faculty
members-where
cam pus
mail distribution had indeed
been pel mitted.
Q. But some of these
examples involve official University business.
A. I did point out to him
that many organizations not
officially connected with the
Univarsity seem to have access to campus mail facilities,
and that the sending of personal communications such as
Christmas cards is a common
occurrence. Apparently my
citing of precedent caused
some resentment.
Q. What do you mean, "resentment"? What did he do?
A. He told me he had discussed this problem with his
administrative superior and
had agreed to suspend the
rules temporarily to permit
distribution of these letters
as a "favor" [0 our group, if
we
demonstrated that we
clearly understood that an exception was being made for us.
However, he added, my "attitude" -demonstrated, apparently, by my Citing of precedents-indicated that I didn't
clearly understand how indulgent they were being, and that
therefore this "favor" would
not be granted.
Q. Do you mean that, becalise he didn't lilee your attitude, the letters wouldn't be
sent?

A. Considerable discussion
apparently satisfied him that
we would feel "grateful"actually, I simply said "all
right, you do us a favor,
thanlcs-what more do you
want?"-but he suggested that
I go and talk to his "superior"
to satisfy him, too, that I had
the "right attitude." I declined, of course.
Q. Why?
A. Simply because of my
unwillingness to invest any
mora time in this nonsense.
I had, after all, told him he
should make up his mind; we
could get the letter distributed
by other methods. But then he
suggested that I have one of
the undergraduate RAM leaders get in touch with l.imapparently he wanted to be
satisfied that they, too, had
the "right anitude." I declined
~hat offer, too.
Q. Why?
undergraduates
A. The
hadn't been involved in the
FOR AM letter. Why should
I let him waste their time
too?
Q. Did he finally come to
any decision?
A. Well, he said he would
"sleep on it" and let me
know if I called him in the
morning. I agreed, and departed. When I called, rather
late in the morningI'mafraid,
he was busy, and didn'tremm
my call until the afternoon.
Oddly enough, he didn't seem
to know what I wanted or why
I was calling him, but apparently he finally remembered, and told me he had
decided to let the letters go
out. I thanked him, and hung
up. Apparently he meant itwe've gotten considerable
response in the past few days.
Q. Can you draw any conc~lIsions from all of this?

A. Conclusions? Yes, I h~ several:
First, it is my judgmem
that this is a case of cen-;v. ship by content. There are so
many examples of the use c:
campus mail by individuaI~
that 'ne argument that this
isn't official simply doesn't
wash. If the ASPCA can use
the campus mail, why can't
the graduate students?
Second, at least one copy
of this letter was opened for
inspectiom at the Post Office.
Since this involved considerable trouble, I wonder if anything is safe from administrative scrutiny.
Third, this episode indicate!! discrimination based
upon academic rank as well
as censorship by content. Undergraduates, I am informed,
have also had the same difficulty. Yet the faculty member's use of campus mail is
not questioned.
Fourth, the administration's willingness to have our
letters
delivered through
campus mail after all, in spite
of its failure to qualify under
the regulations, indicates that
the regulations are, in effact,
meaningless. In that case, why
all the fuss-unless, perhaps,
to stall communication until
it lost its effectiveness?
Fifth, why is one s attitude
relevant? I found this discussion of my attitude to be distasteful and insulting. Obviously my citing of precedent
struck some sort of chord,
and the question of "attitude"
represented an "out". This
is sophistry, nOt reasoning;
1 flunlc students who try this
in my classes!
Sixth-and most importantis this: administration byfiat,
favor, and coercion are incompatible with the goals of
higher education as well as
wjth the democ::-atic process.
This incident demonstrates to
me the validity of RAM's position, and makes the necessit·
for clear delineation of ri _,~,
and responsibilities obv ..

Revue Locks Horns with Sacred Cow~~
by B.L.
A sprightly little revue
opened and closed at the Proscenium One playhouse this
week. "That Was The Campus
That Was" rollicked along at
a brisk pace and poked irreverent fun at a good many
sacred cows around campus.
The evening began with a
series of slides focusing on
some of the particular idiocies
of Southern Illinois (the Bald
Knob cross, for example.)
Then the cast moved into s~v
eral sketches depicting the
sheer absurdity of life at
school here. The crowded conditionlj at the University Center cafeteria and the rudeness
of the employees there, the
total incompetency of the local
telephone system, the perpetual lateness of the trains, the
lack of an efficient city transit
system, the silliness of late
hour regulations, the risks
young damsels take when they
walk city streets, the monopoly that the "OurcUy Theater" has on movies and the
dated and shahby films shown
there, and other student
peeves were dealt With in
skits called "Incident at the
University Center" and "My
Fair Citv:'
"The ·Education of Chelsey
Continuity" traced the path of
a new student through the obstacle courses we all face
but don't norice because they
occur With appalling regularity. Poor Chelsey is billed
for $642 in library fines be-

fore he is even registered and
must pay homage to the regally clad "Mrs. Blindfifth"
before he can get a student
loan to handle the debt. For
instructors he bas an automaton who finishes his lecture
with "This has been a recorded announcement" and a
Dr. Sexhour. (Wben Chelsey
asks "Is there a Sexhour
around here?" he is told
"Hell, no; there ain't even ~
coffee break.) Chelsey is shot
at by quick-on-the-trigger Officer Tweety; the administration expresses horror that
Tweety would shoot a student
before he paid his fees, and
in retaliation the good officer
turns on !W:m. (one of the more
pleasant
scenes
of the
evening.)
"I Protest" poked goodnatured fUn at the nationwide student movements and
more specifically at a current movement of local remown. An ad hoc student freedom committee wants to adopt
a slogan that will be "noticed
on every streetcorner of the
~.ation"; they come up with
Drop your Pants for Freedom'" At a student rally
"Charlie Ka" rouses the students to a protest demonstration. In the crowd are
seen signs reading "Ban the
Bomb",
"Remember the
RAM", and "BAn Deodorant."
As entertainment for the
protest rally the group imports Singer Joan BIas who
performs the fUnniest song
parody of rhe evening to the

tune of "Blowin' in the WInd":
How much wood could a
woodchuck chuck
If a woodch:.lck could chuck
wood?
And how many poles could
a Polack lock
If a Polack could lock poles?
Yes, and how many knees
could a Negro grow
If a Negro could grow mees?
The answer, my fern, is
in a Grecian urn,
The answer is in a Grecian
urn.
The enthusiastic cast obviously had a great time with
the revue. Some of the particularly outstanding cast
members actually managed to
achieve some strong characterizations from their lightweight material. Rich Bennett
was fine as the put-upon Chelsey
and
a.s
the dingy
folksinger.
Bill McHughes
played everything from a mad
rapist to an adviser to pistolpacking Tweety and was tremendous in all roles. Judy
Sink's fine voice made her
various characters memorable, particularly the dumb
broad who somehow manages
to be an honor student. Don
Russell was just wonderful,
whether he played the registrar or a gay student on a
"loverly" outing With a friend.
And Joanna Hogan's face was
the .oost delightful thing on
the stage.
The best thi'lg sbout the
evening was the high quality
of the witty and urbane lyrics, many of them by Ka's
own L.E. Johnson, that were

sung to the tunes of popular
songs.
The revue was superb in
its own right. but is also
seems to be indIcative of an
increasing student concern
about the way things are
around the university. The
RAM movement demonstrates
the serious approach to the
dissatisfaction with the state
of things on campus, and satirical comments are provided
by the WINI radio program
"Conelrad", the student page
of the university newspaper.
!S&. and "That Was The Campus That Was." When one surveys such healthy developments in the past year or so,
he is tempted to think, for a
fleeting moment at least, that
the times may be changing.

CONVENTION
Tonigbt 6:30
. Center Ballroom
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Three Faculty Members Added
To School of Technology Staff

Shull Elected Midwest Head
Of Academy of ~Ianagement
Fremont A. Shull Jr., chairman of the Department of
Management,
was
elected
president of the Midwest Division of the Academy of
Management during a recent
conference of that group at
Bradley University.
Others from Southern's
School of Business who
attended the conference were
Arthur E. Prell, DaVid Bateman, Manning Hanline and
Robert L. Miller. Also present
was John J. McCarty, lecturer
in psychology at the Vocational-Technical Institute and
chairman of the Illinois State
Civil Service Commission. He
presented a research paper,
"An Analysis of the Glacier
Study and the Allen Project."

fc.···;·

McCarty is a consultant to
Allen Industries in Herrin, Ill.
Shull and Prell, director of
the SIU Business Research
Bureau, participated in a
symposium, "Conflict Resolution in Administered Systems," along with JosephLitterer of the University of
Illinois.
The new Midwest president,
who is also secretary-treasurer of the Midwest Business
Administration Association,
is a native of Findlay, Ohio.
He recieved his Ph.D. from
Michigan State University in
1958.
Prell, who received his
Ph. D. from the University of
Minnesota in 1956, came to
·Southern in 1963 from St.
Louis.

FREMONT A. SHULL,

Jr.

The School of Technology
at SIU has added three new
members to its faculty. rhey
are Wayne ~1uth, associate
professor; Eldred Hough, professor; and Juh-Wah Chen,
associate professor.
Muth came to SIU from the
Marrin Marietta Corporation,
Martin - Denver
Aerospace
Division. where he served as
research sLientist, programming consultant and analyst.
Before
that
he
taught
:nechanical engineering and
naval science at Iowa State
University.
He
received
degrees from the University.
of Colorado and Iowa State
Uni \'ersity.
Hough has been appointed
assistant dean of the School
of Technolog". He will assume
his duties in the summer quar-

ter. He is presently the head
of petroleum engineering at
Mississippi State University.
For his ,arious research
activities he receb ed grants
from the American Petroleum
Institute, American Chemical
Society
and
the National
Science Foundation.
Hough has taught chemical
and petroleum engineering at
California Institute of Technology. Unhersity of Tulsa
and the Unhersity of Texas.
His degrees are from the Universityof Illinois and California Institure of Technology.
Chen will move to SIU in
fall quarter from Bucknell
University. He hold degrees
from the Taiwan College of
Engineering, and the Universiry of Illinois in chemical
engineering.

The Perfect
Beach
Companion:
FRANK PAINE

Paine Is Elected
To National Office
Frank Paine, supervisor of
the Film Production Unit at
SIU, has been named president of the University Film
Producers
Association. He
succeeds
Oscar E. Patterson of the University of
California.
Paine had served as vice
president of the association,
which represents 90 schools
in the U.S. and ab~·oad.
Paine, a native of Ames,
Iowa, came to SIU in 1960.
Before that he was a film
specialist at Iowa State University and Pennsylvania State
UniversHy, and was film production director at the University of Mississippi.

Grant Association
Given $7,500 Jor
15-Volume Edition
A $7,500 grant has been
given to the Ulysses S. Grant
Association, with headquarters at SIU, by the National
Historical Publications Commission.
John Y. Simon. associate
professor of history and the
association's executive director, was informed of the grant
by Oliver Wendell Holmes, director of the commission.
The grant is intended to
further the collection and publicat.loon of a IS-volume edition
of the works of the Civil War
general and 18th president of
the United States.
Simon is directing the
project. the first volume of
which is tentatively scheduled
for publication by the SIl!
Press in 1966.
The Grant
Association,
formed in 1962 by the Illinois.
Ohio and New York Civil War
C e n t en n i al Commissions.
moved its headquarters to SIU
last fall.

An S.I.£1. Beach Towel!
It'. ~ perfect mate at t.~ beac;~. thU .ummer. Be proud of ]OW"
Univenity- let people know that you 8"0: to Southern IllilWU Univernty.
Three IHuic daigru: TIw S.I.U. Seal, TIw pyrtJI.:id with ~
~"
........;ng SalaId ~ and !he J--- F.ping s":,,.r,;

-;:r

A Siz foot towel with your clwioo of design or oolor for only 13.00.
See oW" dUplay ill ~ UnWenily Center •
InteJ"e8led grouP. can inquire about .,maI onk,.. and daigru.
Greek OOtue3, Univenity hot.Wng , or any li11ing area can call for
a MJIe. man or delivery. caU any of tlrae rwmbe,.. after 5p.rn.
549-1526,549·2059.4.1)7.7755, 4574fJ09, 4574351 for delivery or
ordel'8.
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Youth Gets Job Done

Patients, Student Workers BotlI Benefit
From Anna Hospital's Activity Program
By Jack Roberts

CGnnan's feature the finest
selectian af wedding and
graduatian gifts that can be
found anywhere. We alS<)
feature wedding and engage·
ment rings.

cannon's
122 S. III.

"I now have a better understanding of mental patients and
their needs, and this will be
quite valuable because I'"~
studying to be a nurse," said
Sharon Miles,
a student
worker from SIU about Anna
State Hospital's expanded activity therapy program.
"My outlook on patients has
changed a great deal," continued Miss Miles, a 19-yearold sophomore from Anna,
one of 45 SIU student workers
employed in this program.
The hospital received a
$300,000 federal grant last
May for this program. According to the provisions,
$100,000 will be provided each
12 months of the three-year
period.
The primary objective of
the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare grant
was to provide activity therapy
for patients during the ev~
nings and weekends when regular therapists were off duty
or working split shifts.
The students, who make
$1.50 an hour, work evenings

SAIL TO EUROPE
Special student ship sails
OIl J - 26th, N.Y. to Rotterdam . . . Return on August 23rd.

B&A
TRAVEL AGENCY
7151. 5. University
Phone 9·1863

•

during the week, from 8 a.m.
to 9 p.m. on Saturday and from
1 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Sunday.
The students must work at
least 12 hours but not more
than 25 hours a week, Charles
Townsend, hospital activity
therapy supervisor said.
"Most of the students are
upperclassmen and gradultes," said Townsend, himself an alumnus of Southern.
Don Haworth, another SIU
graduate, directs the student
program.
"Apparently the expanded
program is achieving its purposes," said Townsend, who
noted that before the students

CAMPUS
presents•••

.•.a lovely and
freshly fashionable
you in this one piece
dacron/ colton embossed
voile dot and ribbed
arnel combination •••
in green and white,
long sleeves, rufn~ trim,
and leather type belt.
sizes5-11 $19.98

were employp.d about 700
patients in the l,900-bed hospital were being reached by
activities.
Recently. the supervi:3or
said, at least 1,600 patients
were participating in activities either at a combination
gymnasium - recreation center, an art studiO or on their
wards.
"The number of
patients participating in activities has increased by about
200 per cent," he said.
"Youth gets the job done in
many cases," Townsend said,
as he recalled a 20-year-old
student who worked on an
indiVidual basis with a withdrawn patient about 55 and
finally managed to 6et a smile
from her and a few words
each time they met.
Townsend pointed out that
unorganized time in a hospital
setting could be detrimell'al.
"Most people in a situation of
leisure have time to work
up anXiety," he said. "We're
trying to get away from the
rocking chair concept."
"The regular program is
not lacking, but patients enjoy ha\ ing a young person
a r 0 un d them. Also, the
younger patients benefit,"
said Townsend. "This program offers the students a
respite from school's presSllre and teaches them how to
gC", along wir'l all 8ges."
.. As the studems show a
particular interest or bent,
they are given special assignments," said tiaworth.
He reported that dances were
held on Sundays and Tuesdays
in the evenings and that Monday evening was a passive
game night featuring shuffle
board, bowling and semicompetitive games. Each evening
12 students work at the large
recreation hall and 1:3 others
are assigned to various wards.
Other stucicnts related their
views and thoughts about the
program in a recent survey.
Mike Corzine, 26, a former
teacher at Shawnee High
School, said, "I consider [his
opportunity [0 work with rhe

9t!!!!

a.

• hoppe

CAMPUS SHOPPlhV (Um.
KAY'S CAMPUS - NEXT DOOr. TO MARTINI1.ING

PHON E 549·3560

memally ill as a 'aluable
experier.ce in my prepa.ration
for a future in education."
"The true value of the program becomes apparent when
a response is noted in a
patient who once might not
have said ar.ything or acknowledged your greeting,"
said the fO-'1ler high school
teac.her who is finishing a
bachelor's degree at SIU.
"This reward corresponds to
a teacher's reward when a
student responds."
Students in this program
represent 17 majors ranging
from forestry to criminology.
The first students employed
s pent six weeks in orientation.
Now new student workers have
an eight-hour initial session
and meet each day to ask
questions.
In addition to staging activities on wards, the students
direct every night one large
activity such as a dance or
movie or games at the gymnasium. Also the students have
organized special interest
groups such as current events
group, library club, drama
club, art appreciation groups
and others.
"At first most of the
patients were suspicious of
us," said Ron Little, 21, a
pre-med student from Jonesboro. "But in recent weeks the
patients ha\"e come to trust
us to the point of confiding
in us and discussing their
problems."
Clifford Hilliard, 24, a
senior from Fairfield, said,
"The student program is
bringing many new challenging
views to the hospital. This is
good for the patients and keeps
the regular employes on their
toes.
The students who reside or.
campus organized car pools
to dri \"e the winding 20 miles
down Route 51 to Anna. Abo.!t
25 students work each :iav
as
their class
schedule
permits.

rBummin'Days'
Here Next Week
"Bummin' Days," sponsored by the Thompson Point
Recreational
Programming
Board, will be held May 28
and 29.
Teams and individuals will
compete in several eve:lts.
Included in the e\'ents are
canoe races, egg roSSing,
\'olleyball, wheel chair races
and tug of war.
Points will be awarJed to
the first three places in the
team e\ ents and to the first
fi\"e places in the individual
events.
Trophies will be awarded
to the men's and women's
halls that collect the highest
total of points.
Applications for "Bummin'
Days" may be picked up at
the service desk in Lentz
H all. They must be returned
by May 25.
A dance in Lentz Hall on
May 29 will bring the e\'ent
to a close.

Alpha Kappa Psi
Adds 9 ~Iembers
Alpha
Kappa Psi, professional business fraternity,
recently initiated nine members. They are Louis A. Morgan Jr., Jon R. Ruge, Wesley S. Can.ras, Ronnie R•
Rowland, William J. Parz.
Law r e n c e
Norkipwic?:,
""tephen R. Royster, Jost:ph
M. Holder, Roy W. Short.
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Stud.ents Are Urged to Apply for Upperclass Awards Now
Students who want to apply
for Upperclass Awards should
do so now. Fred Dakak, assislant coordinator of financial
assistance, urges.
The scholarships have been
made available after students
who had Illinois State Teachers Scholarships either
dropped them or Withdrew
from school.
Upperclass Awards pay for
all tuition and book rental

fees. Any student with more
than 48 hours but less than
144 hours and a 3.0 grade
average is eligible to apply.
In addition, the student must
be a resident ,-' Illinois and
have graduated from high
school after May of 1960. He
must be enrolled dt Southern
this quarter and must be working toward a degree.
The awar,js which can be
renewed ea( h year are ooen

for the first rime to students
who have Illinois State Teachers Scholarships. In the past
these students could not apply
for the Upperclass Awards.
If a student who has an Illinois State Teachers Scholarship accepts an Upperclass
Award, he must,howe\er,forfeit his scholarship. Dakak
stated that 238 Upperclass
Awards are available to SIU
students.

The deadline for applications is Oct. I. The winners will be announced on
Oct. 15. The winners will
have their fees for fall quarter reimbursed to them.
All students who applied for
SIU
scholarships and
activity awards are rem i nded that all forms have to be
turned in to the Fin a n cia 1
Assistance Center before June
1.

EDWARD DALE KEINER

Business Student
Receives Award
Edward Dale Keiner of Du
Quoin has received an award
given to the outstanding member of the Society for the
Advancement of Management
at SIU.
The award, $50 in cash
and a citation, is given by
the St. Louis professional
chapter of the Society for the
Advancement of Management
on the basis of scholarship,
chapter activities and all-University activities.
Keiner was president of the
society this year.
He is
vice president of the Newman
Club and an intramural softball coach.

Nazi Movie Set
At 8 p.m. Today

some chicks
have been known
to

"Triumph of the Will:' considered by film critics to be
the masterpiece of Nazi propaganda, will be shown at 8
p.m. today in Davis Auditorium in Wham Education
Building.
It is this week's feature on
the University Center Programming Board's Cinema
Classics series.
The film, sinc~ 1941, has
been under confiscation by the
U.S. Department of Justice.
However, a recent revision
in the Alien Property laws
cleared the way for its release.

Channel 8 Slates
Legislators' Panel
"Conversations:' a panel
show to be broadcast over
WSIU- TV at 8:30 p.m. on May
26. will feature four area
members of the Illinois
General Assembly.
Stephen Colby of SIU's Mississippi Valley Investigation
staff will moder"te the 90minute program.
The four legislators. schedu led for the show are Rep.
Clyde Choate. D-Anna. house
majority leader; Sen. William
Grindle, D-Herrin; Sen. John
Gilbert. F-Carbondale; and
Rep. Wayne Fitzgerald. RSesser.
The group will discuss the
~tate government and problems confronting the current
Assembly.
including
reapportionment.

7 Business Majors
Awarded Books
Books were awarded to
seven students in the Sct>ool of
Business in recognition . the
work they have done th." fear
for their respective professional organizations in he
School of Business.
The awards were presented
from funds made available by
the Marathon Oil Co. of
Findlay. Ohio.
Those receiving the awards
were Virginia L. Weber.
James L. Ross. Thomas M.
Flint, James D. Hlavacek.
Thomas E. Barry. Charles
B. Lounsbury and Karyn L.
Tuxhorn.

BE MEAN

SCHEME

SCREAM

DREAM

AND EVEN BEAM

FOR

Yes, some people will do almost anything for Chicken Delight.
And this can present a problem. We have chicks coming in night and
day, so man)jin factthat we're bursting at the seams. But there's a
solution to this problem. The next time you have a picnic, beach party
or any occasion warranting chicks-drop-in and take a few off our hands.

CHICKEN DELIGHT
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But First, A Truce

Junta Readies All-Out Attack
On Dominican Rebel Positions
SANTO DOMINGO, Dominican Republic (AP) - The
head of the civilian-military
junta said Thursday a permanent cease-fire is out of the
question and his troops soon
will attack the rebels' stronghold in downtown Santo Domingo.
Gen. Antonio Imbert Barrera, the junta president, said
in an interview "It is now too
late for a permanent ceasefire such as the United Nations and rhe Organization of

American States have been
trying to arrange."
Imbert's declaration was
the junta's first public statement of its plan of action to
end the Dominican rebalUon.
"We are considering a 12hour truce for humanitarian
reasons so dead and wounded
can be removed from the battle area," Imbert said. But
we have renewed our military
operations and they can not be
stopped."
A spokesman for the U.N.

If you like Doughnuts ...
You'll Love·...

Open 24 Hours

Campus

A Day

Shopping Center

peace mission had said both
the junta and the rebels of
Col. Francisco Caamano Deno
had agreed to halt fighting
Friday to let the Red Cross
remove rlead and wounded
from the fighting zone in Santo Domingo's northern industrial and suburban sectio~s.

"We want to avoid a bloodshed if possible and we are
giving every chance for those
in the rebel area to surrender
or to come out," Imbert said.
"But we have to take the rebel
stronghold very soon and bring
peace to the country:'
Imbert hinted that the atSEN. ROBERT F. KENNEDY
t':!ck would come next week,
as soon as Dominican tanks
and troops take the northern
sections of the capital.
The job was more than half
done and rebel spokesmen acknowledged that their forcesmany of them armed civilWASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. portation of surplus military
ians-were being encircled.
with their backs to the Ozama Robert F. Kennedy reminded a weapons and sharply restrict
Senate bearing Thursday that a gun sales to minors.
River.
California's
Atty. Gen.
mail order gun can cost a man
BULLRTIN
Thomas C. Lynch spoke out
bis brother.
He didn't bave to remind for the measure. and butSANTO DOMINGO, Dominican Republic (AP) - Tbe ri- anybody tbat he spoke from tressed his case by displaying
weapons that ranged from a
val rebel and junta forces experience.
There was mute evidence cut-down carbine to a subsigned an agreement Thursday
for a 24-hour cease-fire be- of that on a display board be- machine gun.
"We cannot stop people
hind him-a 6.5mm Carcano
ginning at noon Frtday.
rifle. like the one Lee Harvey from preaching hate," he said,
Oswald bought by mail and "but we can prevent them
used to assassinate President from arming their hate. ,.
Men & . . .".
Lynch said private groups
John F. Kennedy.
The New York senator never in his state have built up armentioned tbe assassination senals that include bombs,
as he urged a Senate Judi- bazookas. dynamite, mortars
ciary subcommittee to ap- and antiaircraft guns.
prove a curb on mail order
Kennedy touched on that
gun sales.
problem, too. He said ConBut he did say this: "It gress should consider steps to
would save hundreds of lives eliminate the private arsenSHOE STORE
in this country and spare als of groups such as the Ku
thousands of families all Klux Klan, the Black Muslims
across this land the grief and the minutemen.
and heartbreak that may come
from the loss of a husband,
a son, a brother or a friend,"
"Every year," he said,
"thousands of Americans are
CAIRO (AP) - Reported
killed by firearms-9,300 in beset by engine trouble and
1964 alone.
fire in the landing gear, a
Kennedy spoke harshly of a Pakistani jet airliner crashed
publicity campaign against the in the desert six miles from
bill. "This campaign has dis- the Cairo airport Thursday
torted the facts of the bill and and 121 persons were killed.
misled thousands of our citi- Four Americans were listed
zens," he said.
among the dead. Six personsLater. Sen. Thomas J. Dodd, all Pakistanis-survived.
D-Conn.,
pointed
to
a
The plane was a boeing
derringer advertisement in a 720B, an American medifirearms catalogue, and said um-range four-engine craft
it amounted to a blueprint for on an inaugural flight from
assassination.
Karachi to London via Cairo
Dodd's bill would forbid for the compary,
mail order firearms sales
The disaster was the fifth
. to individuals, stem the im- worst in aviation history.
One of the dead was Don_y Love. 45, of Riverside,
Conn.,
an Esso International
executive who had been in the
A f 65
Far East on business.
Among the dead were 21
Pakistani and an undetermined
numb\.!r of newsmen making
the inaugural flight. The toll
among newsmen was greater
than that in the crash of a
KLM airliner near Bombay
July 12, 1949, which killed
13 American correspondents
flying home

Kennedy Pleads Cause
For Gun Sale Curb

Summer
Sandals

Zwick's
702 S.lIIinois

Pakistani Jet Crash
Kills 121 Persons
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u.s. Planes

tBubble Builder'
Baffles Baltimore

THREE TO GET READY AND FOUR TO GO?

Rain Leaflets,
Bomb.Reds
SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) - U.S. warplanes staged
a propaganda leaflet raid only
55 miles south of Hanoi and
bombed the Phouc Lot naval
base, 165 miles from that Red
capital, in a series of almost
continuous strikes Thursday
at North Viet Nam.
More than 100 planes were
involved in this third day of
the resumed attacks north of
the 17th Parallel. A military
spokesman said that, despite a
thunderstorm and light ground
fire, all returned safely.
Radio Moscow broadcast a
Hanoi
dispatch reporting
A mer i can reconnaissance
craft, escorted by a dozen
jets, flew over an area about
12 miles west of Hanoi. It
said they drew antiaircraft
fire. This account was unconfirmed by U.S. authorities.
In the ground war, Viet Cong
guerrillas used mortars for
the first time against U. S.
Marines. A brid barrage
killed one man and wounded
two of a Marine patrol in
brush-covered
foothills 15
miles southwest of the Da
Nang airbase. Shooting back,
the Marines believed they
killed two Viet Congo
U.S. paratroopers came
unscathed through a light encounter with the Red eneoy
in another sector.

Illinois Teachers
To Get $200.$800
Minimum Pay llike
SPRINGFIELD CAP) - Gov.
Kerner signed a bill Thursday
to raise minimum salaries
of an estimated 7,700 teachers
July 1 by about $200 to $800
a year.
Rep. C.L. McCormick, RVienna, introduced the bill.
He said it would affect 15
per cent of the school teacheI s in Southern illinois and
in rural areas of the northern
part of the state.
Teachers with less than a
bachelor's degree would he
raised from the present $3,800
minimum to $4,200. On July
I, 1966, this would go to
$4,400. After July I, 1967,
and 5 years experience, this.
would go to $4,900.
Teachers with 120 semester
hours and a bachelor's degree would rise from $4,000
to $4,600 July 1; next year
to $5,000; after 5 years experience ttl $5,625; and after
8 years experience to $6,000.
Teachers with 150 semester
hours training and a master's
degree would rise from the
present $4,2(J0 minimum to
$5,000; next year to $5,400;
after 5 years to $6,150; after
8 years to $6,600; and after
13 years to $7,400.

BAL TIMORE, Md. (AP) The "Bubble Builder of Baltimore" struck again today,
dumping another container of
detergent into the scenic new
fountain outside the downtown
courthouse.
Police said it happened
sometime before 8 a.m., when
the fountain is automatically
turned on.
By 8:05 a.m., a flood of
suds began spilling over the
sides of the 30-foot-wide fountain. A gentle bree2:e wafted
bubbles over workbound motorists. Traffic slowed, office slowed, office girls giggled and policemen glowered.
Workmen from the water
bureau shrugged and began
draining the fountain.
"They did the same thing
last week and nnce last year,"
said one.

a
diamond

Get Your
Shanks. Buffalo Evening Newa

Red Ch inese Atom ic Device
Not an H-Bomb, u.s. Says

at

WASHINGTON (AP)
gaseous diffusion plant oneThe United States said Thurs- fourth the si2:e of an Ameriday that Red China's latest can one at Oak Ridge, Tenn.
nuclear test did not involve
an H-bomb type device.
It also termed "implausible" any thOUght that the device exploded last Thursday
was missile-delivered.
But the government's first
announced
analysis of the
character of the test immediately prompted unoffiCial,
but knowledgeable, speculation that tile test put the
Chinese Communists on the
road to developing an H-bomb
in two to three years.
This theory came from Dr.
Ralph Lapp, a nuclear physicist who worked on the first
American A-bomb.
Lapp's opinion was expressed after the Atomic Energy Commission reported
that the latest test involved
detonation of a fission device employing uranium 235.
The first test last October
also used U235.
"The fact that the Red Chinese used U235 as the explosive again:' Lapp said in an
interview, "completely disposes of the notions, voiced
by some people, that the first
test was only a fluke, With
the explosive having been 'pirated' in small quantities from
fuel elements of atomic reactors-or obtained trom the
Russians.
"The fact that they used
U235 for the second test confirms that they have a gaseous
diffusion plant for producing
U235 of their own in production."
.
Soon after the first test
last fall, Lapp said he had information from private contacts in the Orient outside Red
China that the Chinese had a

WNYWISH1

YOU CALL - WE DELIVER FREE

~.

PH. 549-3366

U. S. KEDS

MAKE IT YOUR OWN FROM
A WIOE SELECTION OF LOOSE
STONES. CESIGN YOUR OWN
RING.

Zwick's
Shoe Store

McNeill's

JEWELRY

702 S. Illinois.

Unlock your investment.
WITH THIS KEY YOU UNLOCK YOUR INVESTMENT AND STEP INTO THE
FUTURE. YOUR INVESTMENT IS A 1965 MOBILE HOME. DOWNPAYMENT
RUNS ONLY $395 WITH MONTHLY PAYMENTS AT $62.95. WHEN COMPARED
WITH PAYING RENT - THERE'S NO t;:OMPARISON.
WITH A MOBILE HOME YOU LIVE MODERN FOR MUCH LESS AND HAVE
SOMETHING TO SHOW FOR IT. ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TURN THE KEY.

READY - TO - EAT
CHICKEN CINNER

(hicken'lIi§ht

CHUCK GLOVER TRAILER SALES
3 MI. E. OF CARBONDAlE ON ROUTE 13
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Theta Xi Observes
Its Founder's Day
Tt.e Beta Delta chapter
of Theta Xi social fraternity
recently observed the foundin~
of the gro'Jp with a Founders
Day banquet. Theta Xi was
founded on April 29, 1864,
in Troy, N.Y.
Lee Chenoweth, supervisor
of Small Group Housing, and
Ronald E,~glin, assistant supervisor of Small Group Housing, were special guests at
the dinner. Carltoll Rasche,
chapter adviser. gave the after-dinner speech.
Dennis C. He:!lsley and John
JACK BlZZEL
L. Reiss were initiated as
active members on April 19.
Barbara G. Kombrink, a
member of Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority,
was
recently pinned to Gary J. LibThe Data P:rocessing Crub
benon.
of the Vocational-Technical
Institute will hold its first
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in Room 210 of the Wham
Education Building.
Jack E. Bizzel. instructor
of electronic data processing,
will speak on "Electronic Data
$1.50 hour-$10.00 day Processing in State and Local
Government." After Bizzel's
AKEWOOD PARK
talk, a tour of the recently
installed 7040 computer in1 .. 1. post .....
stallation
will be made.
"'CrabOrcfl ......
For further informalioil on
the
event.
call RichardStarky,
~:"I~,;:'..!!71
9-2415.

Data Club at VTI

To Hold Meeting

HORSEBACK
RIDING

It
"

WEEK END SPECIALS

SOUTHERN QUICK SHOP
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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Basic Questio" J &is,

8 a.m. h 11 p ....
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Housing Official Says Greeks
Have a Good Future Here If-By Rick Birger
The social fraternities at
SIU held their largest rush
in Interfraternity Council history this spring. according to
Robert T. Drinan. newly
elected president of the lFC.
In comparison to rush last
s pring, there were 28 per
cent more men rushing and
an increase of 22 per cent
accepting bids.
To Harold L. Hakes. assistant coordinator of housing,
this increase, which has been
a steady one in recent years,
indicates definite growth of
the fraternities.
In a recent interview. Hakes
said that the fraternities and
sororities and Southern will
shortly find themselves standing on the "brink of a great
period of growth, expansion
and respect for the fraternal
system."
This comment was based
not only on the increased number of men going through rush.
but, more importantly, the
steady progress made by the
Greeks in scholarship, by
their increasing ability to
meet their financial responSibilities, by their continued
involvement in campus activities. and th~ir efforts to
meet the new social pressures
placed upon them.
But his words were not all
praise, for Hakes did not hesitate to point out the problems
of the Greek system and their
weaknesses.
"1 believe fraternities and
sororities are a worthwhile
educational tool." he said.
"which can stimulate positive
student growth personally,
socially. and. most importantly. academically."
However, their future at
SIU is not clear cut.
"Like any prognostication." he said. "the resolu-

HAROLD L. HAKES

tion of the entire issue of
survival depends upon a number of variables. It depends
upon
faculty
and
staff
attitudes. It depends upon student reactions. However. the
final deciSion whether these
attitudes will be positive or
negative seems to rest upon
the answers to several basic
questions."
Those questions were:
t. Are fraternities and
sororities needed at SIU. and
if so. why?
2. Do they contribute to the
good of Southern's campus?
3. If the answers to the
above questions are positive.
then why are Greek organizations so controversial?
4. What do the Greeks intend to do about this controversy that threatens tbeir
existence?
"My
own experience,"
Hakes said. "has been that my
fraternity (Phi Kappa Tau at
Bowling Green University}did
a great deal for me in these
areas of growth (personal.
social, and academic)." Hakes
then added. "If positive things
happened to me. they can
happen here."
Contributions 7
Ha ke s
strongly believed that fraternities were making increased
contributions to the national
collegiate scene.

the
finest
in

shoe-repair
(Work done while you wait)

Settlemoir's

"Locally I neec' only look at
the blood bank efforts, ar the
Cancer Drive cooperarion, rhe
orphans' parties. and orher
sen"ice efforts to see rhat
fraternities and sororities
contribure to the humaneness
of rhis campus," he said.
Certainly, Hakes did not
overlook the leadership that
the Group Housing Area was
contributing to many of the
important campus activities.
"Many of the vital and key
leaders come from the fraternities and sororities." he
said. "Personally and professionally, I can honestly say
I'd hate to see this campus
without the Greek system:'
But with the fraternities and
sororites making these contributions and improvements,
why are they so controversial
and why is their future so
doubtful?
"In my opinion," Hakes
said, "they are controversial
because they are not in tune
with the contemporary campus
as much as they should be.
The Greeks often cling to the
past. They yearn for the good
old days, when in reality they
are in a new era of massive
education."
Hakes described much of the
ritual of pledging and member
selection 8S "archaic" and
"not in tune with the today."
"The Greek system must
realistically look at racial
discrimination and integration
and examine its practices to
see if they are In line With the
contemporary scene and until
they sit down and face these
issues they will be controverSial."
However, Hakes later mentioned that the problem of integration is another application
of the old dog's tail adage.
"Integration, like the dog's
tail, can never be allowed to
wag the dog for the tail's own
sake."
He reemphasized the great
period of growth. expansion,
and respect for the Greek
system at SIU, but poillted out
that this period could only be
achieved by looking at the system and challenging the
following steps:
.. - The Greeks must realistically appraise the collegiate
scene today.
"-They must see where
they are in and out of tune
and where they should rightfully differ.
"-Fraternities and sororites should be prepared to
change where it is in the best
interests of the student
member, fraternal group, and
the University."

PRESCRIPTION
SUN GLASSES

You meet the nicest
people on a Honda
Maybe it's the incredibly low price. Or the
fantastic mileage. It could be the precision
engineering. Or the safety and convenience features. But most likely it's the fun.
Evidently nothing catches on like the fun
of owning a Honda. Join in. The first step
is a demonstration ride. Why not today?

En;oy summer drivin9,

ses mad. to your pr.scription.
Let us m.asur. your vision and
fit you wi'" til. pIVp.r 9/as5.s.
For outdoor wear at on'y •..

$9.50

HONDA
W01'ld's biCll<!St ""lIer!

We also make complete
glasses while you wait!

See all the Honda models at

HONDA
Ph. 1-6686
P.O. Box #601

sport,

pool sid. readin9 with sun9/as·

Contact Lenses
$69.50
Insulanc:e.Sl0.00 per year

Of

Parts & Servic.

Rentals

Carbondale
I mi. North Highway 51

CONRAD OPTICAL
I\crcss. from rhe VarSity Theater _ Or. J.H. Cove, OptOlnefri st
Corn er 16th and Monroel Herrhl - Dr. R. Contact, Optometri st
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We want to apologize

CYCLETRON STEERING COMMITTEE-Planning the upcoming Cycietron are (seated left to
right) Diane Fraizee, Tony Mizerski,co-chairman;
Charles Lounsbury and Carol Urquhart. Standing

(left to right) David Miltner, Susan Frields and,
Herb Retsky. Not pictured; Sandra Locke, Cindy
Cravens, Joe Galetto, Rosemary Brown, and Ted
Wetzel, advisor.

Deadline Is Monday for Entering Cycletron;
Dance Will Be Afterwards at Boat Docks
Monday is the deadline for
entering
"Cycletron,"
a
motorcycle and bicycle event
designed for all students interested in cycling.
A motorbike maze emphasizing precision driving will
be part of the event.
Challenging courses have
been designed for the five bicycle races. They are cross
country (4.3 miles), relay
(seven man team), scavenger

Due to the unprecedented amount
of busjnes~ we had last Sunday, we were
forced to take the phone off the hook. .
This will not be the case in the future.
Also ,many orders were delayed. We
have taken steps to clear this situation
up. Thank you for your business and
patience.

hunt and tandem (bicycle built
for two).
Cycletron will be held May
28 in the parking lot directly
west of the Arena.
Starting at 6 p.m., it will
continue until 8;30 p.m. and
will be followed by a band
dance at the boat docks.
Trophies for first and second
places and ril>i:Jons for third
place will be awarded during
the dance.

GlICK. . DELIGHT
516 E. Main, Ccr(bondal.

"======================:::;

Additional
entry
blanks information
are availableand
at •
the University Center information -desk.

Cyclists to Have
Hand at Cards

A motorcycle "Poker Run"
will be held at 7 p.m. today.
Registration for the event,
sponsored by Cyclesport. Inc.
of Carbondale, will be held at
6 p.m. in the tennis court
motorcycle parking lot.
Everyone is eligible for
competition. Trophies will be
given to 1st, 2nd and 3rd place
wit:ners. A booby prize will
Gentry. Jeanne A. Baker, also be awarded. More inforCherrolyn K. Brown, Mary mation is available from
Ann Bolerjack and Janet E. James I-iHI, road captain for
Hart.
the run, at 9-3732.
This year's Most OutR~and
ing Male and Female Freshmen awards w~nt to G. Keith
DAILY EGYP:'IAN
Pheonix and Lynda Von
Kriegsfield. The Outstanding
Male acld Female Sophomore
awards went to Robert T.
Drinan and Cora L. Hilliard.
David J. Potter, professor
of speech, was presented the
Faculty Sprinx Award. The
buy their sandals at
three
top communicators
award went to Russell D.
Mitchell. Frank K. Schmitz
and John L. Rush.
The
University Student
SHOE STORE
Council award of $50 and a
plaque was given to Virginia
Ann Phelps.

Honors Day Recognizes 400
From Student Body, Faculty
(Continued from Page 1)

Kolessa, Lyndel F. Lerirz,
James R. Morrison, Tamara
R. Murdach, Rita E. Owens,
Janet Partell, Larry Luemmler, Thomas J. Waters, Rose
Ann Weidenbenner and Merle
L. Wischmeier.
Honorary Sphinx Club members from Edwardsville are
Heward V. Davis, John Hunter,
Richard Madison,
Eugene
Redmond. Sue Savage, Ronald
Steele, Jerry Thomas and
Robert Reed.
Cap and Tassel members
include; Cheryl A. Prest, Beverly
R. Bradley. Annette
Battle, Marilyn Gripp, Jane
H. Richey, judith A. Delap.
Mary Rurll Heal, Cheryl Biscontini, Carol A. Bartels,
Joyce
Rapp,
Barbara J.

All the

Cute Chicks

Zwick's

702 S. Illinois

Education Group Sets
Last Meeting of Year
The Student Education AsSOCiation will hold its last
meeting (If the year at 7;30
p.m. Tuesday in tile Studio
Theatre of University School.
A film entitled "The Children
Without" will be shown.
Funher information can be
obtained from Earl D. Highsmith, association secretary.
at 7-7718.

Turned Down
For Car Insurance?
Been "dro!-,p#!d" by another
Company.

your needs. You can have
monthly payment plans.

Age classify you as a "High
Risk?"

A.5 fin independent agent
we can let you div~SP from
several reliable companies
. . . to find one that mee ts
your needs best. So stop
by today and discuss your
insurance problems with the
Franklin Insurance Agency.

Present rates too high?
What ever the problem,
Franklin Insurar.ce can offer
you the Professional help
you need.
Franklin Insurance can
offer you full financial
covel"age at low, reasonable
rates, and at terms to meet

Remember . . . for all
your insurance needs - car,
home, life, motor scooter,
health - Frankly it's Frank·lin's.

Franklin Insurance

Live in Luxurious

Air - Conditioned Comfort
'l7IU Summer!!
For Carbondale's Newest Rental Apartments
and Dormitories . .. See

703 S. III.

C'dale

BENINGREALESTATE
SUDSY DUDSY
PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

201 E. Main

Phone: 457-7134

OT

457-5484

Phone 457-4461

Pog.12

Soprano, Clarinetist to Give
Recital Today at Shryock
The Department of Music
will present a student recital
at 8 p.m. to day in Shryock
Auditorium.
The two students featured in
the performance are Helen
Clifton, soprano, and David
Carter, clarinet. They will
be aSSisted by Mary Gornatti,

/~.-~~

~(/. ;~
.. ~~
\Sr? .i
i--. _""

BEAUTY MAGIC
at

603 S. III.
Ph. 457-2521

Ni'
OiL.fAI
0
Beauty

Shop -

THE NATIONAL DRIVERS TEST
OFFICIAL TEST FORM

piano, and Sharon Marlow,
piano.
Clifton will play J .5. Bach's
"My Heart Ever Faithful"
from "Pentecost Contata,"
Wolfgant Mozart's "Porgi,
amor, qualche ristoro" from
"Le nozzi di Fig(;ro" and
"Standchen,"
"Waldeseinsamkeit," and "Botschaft,"
by Johannes Brahms.
Carter will then play Leonard
Bernstein's Sonata,
"Grazioso, Poco piu mosso,
Andantino, and Vivac e leggiero."
Miss Clifton will return to
present selections from Gabriel Faure and Edward Horsman and will conclude with Ernest· Bloch's "Concertino."
The concert is open to the
public.

A. JUDGMENT

s.

UNIVERSITY

1. T.
2. T.
3. T.
4. T.
5. T.

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

C. PERCEPTION

NUMBER (

.. 0
.. 0
.. 0
.. 0
.. D,

6. T. F. .0
7, T. F... O
8. T.F ... O
9. T. F. .0
10. T. F... 0

SCORE

0

l.a.b.c.d ..... []
2.a.b.c.d ..... []

By Randy Clark

·
.
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transportation system, Halderson said.
"Since the number of acCidents at SIU is higher than
the national average among
university vehicles," Halderson said, "I urge everyone
to watch the program and I
will even take part in it
myself."
The test has four major
areas: judgment, knowledge,
perception, and special, Stunt
drivers will stage high-speed,
head-on collisions, and
through
cameras mounted
inside the auto, the viewer
will be able to see ~xactly
what happens
in a high
speed collision. Portions of

THIS DIAMOND HAS
144 FACETS!

,

.
,',

Th. _...... dl_d has 58 'acets.
Th. dlff.....c. In calar ... d b.....ty Is
....tastic.
Let J. Ray show you this
amazing g_.
Without abllgatlon,

a.

cour •••

FOR WALlTY, PRESTIGE, & VALUE

J. RAY JEWELERS

'=======================:
A~T CARVED

717 S. ILLINOIS
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r
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PIZZA KING
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Safety Official Urges Students
To Watch 'Drivers Test' on TV
Oliver K. Halderson, SIU
safety coordinator, has sug-:gested that SIU students watch
a television program entitled
"The National Drivers Test."
The 60-minute program,
produced by CBS in cooperation with the Shell Oil Company
and
The National Safety
Council, is scheduled to stan
at 9 p.m. Monday and will be
based on audience paIticipation.
The object is to alert
drivers throughout the nation
of the need for developml::nt
of driving skills in order to
cope With today's complex

from

TOTAL
SCORE

circle correct
letter

CLIP THIS FORM AND TAKE IT WITH YOU WHEN YOU TAKE THE TEST

7-4000

CHICKEN

F... 0
F... O
F... O
F... O
F... O

Camera Faces Hazards

7-6121

FlAVOR-CRISP

11. T.
12. T.
13. T.
14. T.
15. T.

D. SPECIAL

1. list the number of driving
hazards you have seen

HORSTMAN'S CLEANERS
303

scORE

1. a. b. c. d ... .0
2. a. O. c. d .... 0
3. a. b. c. d .... 0

UNIVERSITY CLEANERS
5TORAGE~

circle T [true]
or F [false]

Hazards Alertness

We have cold storage facilities for all your winter
garmenl8. Why have them home with you- leave
them with us. SEND NOW - PAY LATER!!
When dry cleaned in our plant, only $4.95

14".0 ill.rn

Rules ofthe Road:

circle correct
letter

+'SUMMER-READY~?

801 S. I!...LINOIS

B. KNOWLEDGE

Defensive
Driving
Techniques

ARE YOUR CLOTHES

I COLD
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the test place the audience
in the driver's seat and face
them with a number of driving
hazards.
They are then
quizzed on how many the.l
spotted.
The program got its
about a year and a 11 .1'
when Fred Friendly, p _
of CBS News, was tic.
a traffic violation •. ' ~
r r
his sentencehewasollc
.!le
option of participatinr .n iii
driver improvement C:OL'se.
"This is wonderful. Everyone in the United States should
take the course." Friendly
said. He returned from his
driving
course
mumbling
about some kind of a "classroom for the nation," and
Click! a CBS special was born.
How does a progralT' that
combines the pre se 11 i n g
power of mass communication
with
the
follow. through
efficiency of face-to-face
communication, affect the nation? The American Bar Association plans to encourage
traffic court judges to use the
test to get people to improve
their driving skills. Many
unions
member plan
participation
to encourage
in thea
test. Homework aSSignments
for youths in Jriver education
classes are planned to be coordinated With the test.
Interfraternity and intersorority
contests at the
college level are also planned.
Persons in the Carbondale
area will be a~.e to receive
the program ovr~r channel 12,
KFVS- TV in Cape Girardeau,
and channel 4, KMOX- TV in
St. Louis.

Crown your educalional achierlement with
a clasa ring from tlJe JineIlt rolledion ill

HOLIDAY RAMBLER

SootJaem lUinois.

(~I rl "~:iW'JJJ

CAMPUS SUPPLY STORE
CAMPUS SHOPPiNG CENTER

TRAVEL TRAILERS

,
~. i-~-=-"
:;.
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HUNTER

TRA VEL TRAILERS
415N. ILLINOIS
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Sororities Entertain
Prep Seniors Girls

Ad Hoc Minority Report Suggests Amending
University Statutes to Fit Student Body Needs
In answer to the latest
report of the ad hoc committee for the study of student
government, Steve Wilson. a
member of the committee, has
released his own minority report.
In his report, Wilson noted
that the restrictions of formulating a plan for student
government had the prereqIlisites of "(1) conforming with
the statutes; (2) efficiency; and
(3) acceptability to the students (in that order or
precedence)."
Wilson objected to this
order, saying that it should
be reversed.
"If, after a form was
decided upon," Wilson's report said. "(a student government) proposal conflicted with
the statutes, and not to accept
a second- or third-class
government merely because it
conformed with the statutes."
In line With this concept,
Wilson made the following
proposals:
I. That the present interim
period be extended until a
new structure for student
government is approved by the
students.
2. That any group appointed
to study student government be
appOinted by and from the
student body or its elected
Officials.
3. That the statutes of the
UniversIty be amended to
include:
A. A definition of the student body.
B. A statement of what
rights, powers, responsibilities, and duties
reside Within the student body, indiVidually
and collectively.
C. A statement that the
student body may delegate any or all of its
rights, powers, responsibilities, and duties to
any council or other official or officials as it
desires, by majority
vote.
D. That the student body
may establish a student

government with legislative, executive, and/
or judicial functions as
it desires, by majority
vote, at any level of
the University.
E. Any recommendation of
the student body or its
elected representatives
must be answered when
sent through administrative. faculty, graduate, or other channels
outside of the Student
Body.

Carbondale City Panhellenic
sponsored a prerush party for
high school girls from 10 a.m.
until noon Saturday at the
Delta Zeta sorority house.
Approximately
40 high
school senior girls from the
Carbondale and Murphysboro
areas attended the party,
which familiarized them with
the poliCies and procedures
of sorority rush at SIU.
Each sorority on Southern's
campus was represented at
the party by its preSident,
rush chairman and senior
Panhellenic representative.

F. That the student body
shall have equal representation with the
faculty ~nd graduate
bodies on the University Council.
This approach to student
government. W i 1 son concluded. would "create a new
aura of respect for the stUdent body and its ability to
govern itself. Only by the
practice of democratic pl"inciples can one learn the true
meaning of democracy."

Party Nominates
Candidate Slate
(Continued from Page 1)
I think our slate will indicate
this."
Other activities on the convention agenda include:
A discussion and final ratification of the Action Party
constitution.
A list of suggestions by the
executive board concerning
the Action Party's platform.
A collection of a 50C membership fee. The money collected for fees will be used
[0 pay for the supplies to be
used in the Action Partv's
campaigns.
.
The members at the convention will also select a time
and date for the next Action
P arty meeting.
The Action Party is the
first, and at present, the only
recognized political party on
the SIU Carbondale campus.
The party was organized last
April to "create and mt ;'ltain
an effective student:' ernment
through dem<>cratic
processes."
Most, if not all, of the Action
Party membership is composed of members of the
Rational Action Movement.

Shop With

Daily Egyptian
Advertisers
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3-Game Series

SIU Meets Parsons
Today in Baseball

Auto Club to Hold
Final Spring Rally

Saturday and Sunday Special

Y2 Lb. Chopped Sirloin
Steo k

served with - F:ench Fries

Cole Slaw .. French Bread

Special 89t

Reg. Price 51.19

We still serve
Barbecue
Also breakfast to 11:00 a.m.

ALEXANDER'S DRIVE· IN
1202 W. Main

Formerly littie Pigs
Gray Plna

Carbondale

~~=====================:

The Grand Touring Auto
Club will stage its final rally
of the spring quarter Sunday
afternoon.
The rally, a straight timedistance event, will begin at
1:01 p.m. from the Murdale
Shopping Cent<;:r. Registration
opens at noon, with a drivers'

"Reflections on a Withered Fig Tree"
WM. H. HARRIS
Prof"ssor of Philo ....phy, 51U
Guest Spealcer

meeting set for 12:30.

SAVE-SAVE-SAVE

KODACOLOR
FINISHING

$1.00k~

Sunday, May 23, 8:30 & 10:30 A.M.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Comer University and Main
Opposite Post Office

UNIVERSITY DRUGS
222 W. FREEMAN
823 S. ILLINOIS

Welcome!

Lynda Vis/a

Zero hour is 3 p.m. rh;s
afternoon for SIU's l::aseball
Salukis, who open what gives
every indication of being
their toughest series of the
season.
Parson College, small in
enrollment but mighty in producing win n in g baseball
teams, invades tt>e SIU field
for a three-game series which
concludes with a 1 p.m.
doubleheader Saturday.
Coach Glenn (Abe) Martin's
veteran squad will match its
12-game winning streak and
overall 15-1 record against
the Visitors' 20- 7 mark.
Martin said Thursday his
team has looked good in practice this week and appears set
for the series. Martin named
John Hotz as his starter this
afternoon.
Saturday he'll go With Gene
Vincent in the first game, and
rookie
lefthander
Wayne
Sramek
in the nightcap
with Ron Guthman ready at
any time in the bullpen. The
pitching staff should be well
rested after a week's vacation.
The rest of the Saluki lineup will be as usual, with
Vincent (.387) at firstbase
when not pitching, Gib Snyder
(.227) at second, Bob Bernstein (.289) at third, Dennis
Walter (.250) at short and
Kent Collins (.446), John Siebel
(.313) and Al Peludat (.346)
in the outfield. Bill Merrill
(.261) will catch.
Parsons, on the other hand,
is expected to start a predominantly underclass squad,
but nevertheless an experienced one.
Jim Zerilla is expected to
start at first, with the team's
No. 2 hitter, Doug Dunlap,
at second; Skip Falasca at
third; Capt. Tim Heintzleman
S~op

With
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Studio and two-bedroom apartments for both men and women completely
furnished including air conditioning, located in quiet neighborhoods.

SNYDER HERRIN

PHONE 549-3281

JOHN HOTZ

the Oklahomans 4-1 and i2-2
in mid-season. The Salukis
trounced them 13-1 and 7-1
less than two weeks ago.
Both teams have some heavy
hitters. At least report both
Skinner and Dunlap were hitting well above the .400 mark
for the Wildcats and Falasca,
1.o10s, and Bonalweciz where
above the .350 mark. By comparison four Saluki starters
are above .300, with one, Collins, well above .400.
SIU may have a slight edge
in pitching, however, With Hotz
and Vincent both 6-1 and Sramek 4-1. The Salukis' depth
could also be a factor.

C/w/eall

Ivtofl/dair

contact

at short, and the team's hirting leader, Larry Skinner,
and Tom Lolos and Gordon
Crook in the outfield.
Last year's Most Valuaole
Player, Larry Blixt, who hit
.418, is expec.ted to get the
nod behind the plate. The Wildcats pitcher will probably be
one of the staff's top three,
either Jon Eisenhaur, Steve
Gilliatt or George Blasius.
Parsons and SIU have met
one common foe, Tulsa, and
both defeated the Hurricanes
eaSily. The Wildcats stopped

504 SNYDER ST.

FOR STUPID APTS. CALL 457-2735
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Saluki Tennis Team Meets Parsons
Southern's tennis team will
be trying to end its season on
a pleasant note Saturday when
it entertains Parsons College
in a 2 p.m. match.
Parsons is expected to be
tougher than some ofthe teams
the netmen have competed
against lately, but Coach Carl
Sexton is still confident of
victory.
.
Southern's No.1 and No.2
players, Lance Lumsden and
Thad Ferguson, are expected

to draw the stiffest com- team last year but was quickly
petition from the Wildcats. replaced this year in favor of
Lumsden will be playing Shaffield by Wildcat Coach
against Peter Shaffield, a Roger Nielson.
sophomore who last year was
Larry Oblin, Vic Seper,
called the greatest freshman John Wykoff and Rich Snyder
tennis player in his school's complete the Saluki lineup.
history.
Ferguson will be going
Shop With
against Brad Tate, who will
soon be the first fourDaily Egyptian
letterman in the school's
history. Tate occupied the
Advertisers
number one position on the
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FOR SALE
165 H.... ley.D_ld_ .up... 10.
1960. 6000 .. iles. $175. Call
9·41..
628

BILL MUEHLEMAN

14-115 Season Record

Southern Golfers to Close
Home Schedule Saturday
Coach Lynn Holder's golf
team will close out its home
schedule Saturday at 9 a.m.
when it tees off against
Parsons College at the Cr'lb
Orchard Golf Course.
The home course has been
very kind to Southern during
the past few years. In the last
63 home matches the 3aluki
golfers have posted a 60-2-1
record while playing mostly
against major competit;>rs.
Holder's team currently has
a 14-6-1 record and will be
trying to win its last match
hefore they start defending
their NCAA College Division
Championship June
7 at
Springfield, Mo.
Bill Muehleman, who has
been shooting the best rounds

Alkies Named
Softball Champs
The Alkies, an off-campus
softball team, won the 12inch
intramural
softball
championship Wednesday by
defeating the Forest Hall
Coolies 7-2.
A three-run fourth inning
highlighted the game for the
Alkies and provided winning
pitcher Carl Montross with
'111 the runs he needed.
Montross, who struck out
12 Coolies in the seven-inning
game, had a shutout going
into the sixth before the
Coolies erupted for their two
runs.
This was the second intramural ch'1mpionship of the
year for the Alkies. Previously the team had won the intramural football championship.

of golf lately, will occupy the
No. 1 position for the Salukis.
He will be followed in order
by
Leon
McNair,
John
Krueger, Tom Muehlemanand
John Phelps.
The No.6 man, Jerry Kirby,
will not be able to participate
in this match. His place on
the team will be taken by any
one of these three: Mike
Coale, James Schonhoff or
Phil Stamison.
Parsons has only one
letterman, Scott Hayden, returning from last year's (eam.
He is expected to draw the
starting aSSignment against
Southern's Bill Muehleman.

Reaen;e YOUT
APAR~lS

TRAILERS
HOUSFS
For Summer Term !
"Live in Air-Collditioned

1':!i4 Honda 90, Red, 6 ......... th.
old, 22IlO miles. Good conditian. Call 453-3210, a.k for
E ..... I.
641
1960 Au.tin-Healey '"3000".
Radio" heater and overdrive
Goad condition. Will consider
trade. S.e at 1000 M. Johnson,
Marian, III. Call WY3-4703.
639

Ph. 457·4144

NEWSPAPER
PRODUCTION MGMT.
Trainee position ror recent CoUelle
Grad who ba. bad Bome ezperlence
in one of the emIts, either on a
weeki,. or II. emall dally.
E:l:cel..
lent career opportunity with a
leading pubU.her for _biliou. maa
who Is hard working aad caa relocate.
TraJninc _ill be In all
pbaslIJ. of aa ••papllQ' prodac:-uon
manallement 1ncluding Labor ReJatlons.

Please state comp:ete de-taUa including sal.,.,. re-qld.remeota to:
Bo:z F. Dally Egyptlaa

bernice says••••
Jazz Trio

1963 MGB Sports car.

9 -12 p.m.

213 e. main

1964 BSA, 75 c-..

Cloth

1965 mod.I, 10 x 50: trailers
with daub I e bunk bed. and central.,ir conditioning.
Either
walking

WANTED

Low mileag.

trade. 549-2526 512 S. For.
••t.
665

457~405.

659

new trailer.

from campus,

month.

Phon.

Graduat. a •• lstont and family
in need of house to I ease for
school year 65-66. Call 74334.
638

Trail.r, 1956 Colonial 8 x 32'
Air conditioned..
Good con& economical, Will

SERVICES OFFERED

transfer possession :I! .~gust.

647

1959 Ford convertibl., perfect
condition.

White oye .. red..

Very r.asonably pri c.d. In·
quire Apt. no. 1, 717 S. lIIinoi s

Safety Flr.t Driver's TraIning
specialists.
State licensed,
c_IR .... Instructors.
Quest.

:;;~~e? Do l:ii s49~~il ~aBo':

993.

503

6SO
1956 Ford station wagon $110
or offer. Can be se.... 503 W.
Cherry. Call 7-"025
664
Hausetrailer
42 x 8', Car.
peting throughout. Outside
extras...

Exc.llent typin" service. Call
3-2805 and aft for Mr •• Meyer.
Aft.r 5:00, call 457 -6648.

635
Term paper and The.is typing
Exp.rlenced. Phone 6846524.
668

Excellent condition,

905 E. Pork no. 50 Call 4578217 after 5 p.m.
666
1961 Triumph Bonne.. ille, $800

Summer' term:

Also

Call 549634

air conditioned

apartment., Carrothers Darmi.
tory, 601 S. Washington. Call
4031 EIIe .. ille or 457-8085 Car.
bondale.
630
Mecca Donn: Modem air-eonditioned apartments.
Private
entrances,. full cooking faeilit...
ie5, private bath. Special rate5
Summer term. Apply early, calJ

549-4259 or 457-8069 after 5
646
p.m.

Abaut 10 min.
30 per
7 -5563. 669

utes

dition

Call 549-1756 after 5.

Summ.r Or Fall, 4 new 10 x 50'
1 year old house.
2622 or 457-7051.

Two roommates. For summer
term.. Air conditioned, almost

or permit locations..

Telephone

Air conditioned 11"011..-., _
cluced rot.s for ,ullOmer. All
utilities ineluded.
319 E.
H.ster. Call 457~901 E .. en.
ings.
670

Must sell

to best offe... Nlay be seen at

317 W. Oak, or Call 9-2661
663

Might consider

HELP WANTED
Cab dri ....s needed. Apply at
Y.llow Cob office, 215 S. III.

Girl s:

campus edge hou.ing

for summer term now ovoilable,

Co·Eds Carner, 800 S. Forest.
$90 term. Includ.s roam. cook.
ing

privel Itges,

lounge

area,

shady yard, nice for fun and
games.
Call Limpus Realty,
7·8141 or Kathy Torrens 9·1811.
627
Rooms for lIirls, The Blazine
House, Summer$85. Fall $100.
Cooking privileges. Call 4577855.
613
Girls rooms far rent, summer

and fall, 2 blocks f~ co. .
pus. Cooleing privil.ges. Ph
7-7960 0. inquire 611 S. Wash.
ington.
624
Korr Housing now accepting
contl'acts fo, WOmen for the
Summer session. New electric.
kitchen, modem dining room,
eolorfelevision, adioining ccm-

pus, off .tr.et parking. Apply
at 806 S. Univ..sity or call
457-5410.
633
Trailer spaces, all under shad ••

i:t

or best offer. Excellent con·
!::.~sj,a..:uC'h=ff:r~/i~;:.,:~
~::I~~ ;:;;,Vl!;,!',:,~~I::
I-d_i_tia_n_._Ca_I_1_457_-_88_7_7._ _6_4_9-11-_ _ _ _ _ _.....-.-;.65,;.,4:..--L....P_h_0I1_._YuS-4793.
610

FOR RENT

Remington noiseless, portable

typewriter.
$37.50 Carl
Shoaff. 300 S. University, Cor.
bandale, III. Phone 7-7614.
644

Carbondale, near riyer. Rustic, but modem. Multi-pur-

pose lag building suitabl. for

Dance Ton"'"

Why ••Hlefor a ·90· when you
can hov. a Honda '150' for
the sam. pric.? phone Rob
at 457-8789.
648

top,tonneaucover, wire wheel!)

Disk brak.s.
one owne,.

Male student., prlv_ h_es
L_e, beoeh, ........back rid.
Ing.
Summ.. & Fall t _
One mile po.t .plllway, Crab
O.chan! L......
L_e_d
Park.
657

traUers. air conditioned.

includes he. research services

2 ...olume dictionary, and book.
case. Call Ken after 6 p.m.,
457-4817.
651

House, one hour drive from

4 - 6 p.m.

Remlngtan Model 722., .222
caliber with 6x Lyman Scope$11 5.00 Gibson SJM larg. body
guitar with FOvers and ca.e$150.00. Aft.r 5 p.m. at 502
S. Un;',.sity.
645

Must sell brand new 24 volume
set, Collie,·s Encyclopedias

COMFORT"
Village
Rentals

1965 Honda "90". In i",moculate eandltion.
Also, 21"
te!_iuan, in _ d c .... dltion.
Call
De. . 0' Bob at 4594485.
662

club, resort, retreat or home••
Decor includes mi II stones,
firepl Clce, stone front, ten
wooded
acres and stream.

$6,500

Phone 549-1989
667

Utility trailer with hitch. Good
for hauling all that junk bock
home. $18: 'Call 7-5497."640

Summer term, 8 x 40' air conditioned trailer. 2 miles from
cc:mpus. Water and electricity
provided. Call 549-2973. 600
Girls-Want an air conditioned
room for summer?

Want some

"home cooked" meals? Want
summer rates?
Try Wilson
Manor where you CCI'I get a room

withoutmeols for $120 or a room
wi th 20 meal s a week for 5240.
Drop by and see uS at 708 W.
Freeman or coli 457-5167 for
more information.

656

~d,Wc::;'O::i:,:ts'r!' :ii~~it!:~;
of

Call

C~pU5

on

Warren

Road,

451-2735 or 457-603S

636

Fumished apartments, houses.
and trail ers. Reserve noW for
.ummer quarter.
Call 4574144.
536

Ptolomy Tower Apartmentsl
Mew!
Beautifully _od pan·
ell.d! Featuring duo-bed., air
conditioning, cer_ic tile bath,
electric heat, private study
:::;:~e cudlt:;:'s:rd •
cooking facillti.s.
3 blocks
from c ..... "u •• Wom.n applicants

coc::r:::

Summef' term only.. special sum...

mer rates.
Male applicants,
Fall. Lincoln Manor, Summ..
and Fall. male.. Call Beach_
549-3988, Williams 684-6182
549-lCS3.
466
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Three SIU Swimmers on All-American Squad
Three
members of the
classy SIU swimming team
have been named to the 1965
NCAA All-American squad,
according to an announcement
by G. Robert Mowerson, AllAmerican selection committee cha,rman.
They are Thorn McAneney,
in the 500 and 165~-yardfree
styles; Kimo Miles inthe 200yard butterfly and Gerald
Pearson in the 2oo-yard
breaststroke.
McAneney is a repeater.
Miles and Pearson, both
sophomores, are first-year
choices. Thirty-three schools
placed representatives on the
elite list led by NC AA
champion Southern California
and runner-up Indiana University.
Both placed men in 26 spots
plus two ltolays. Michiganwas
next with 21 places and both
relays. Cari Robie of Michigan was the leading individual.
He made the squad in six
events.
McAneney was the No. 3
choice in the 500-yarc1 freestyle with a time of 4:49.0
and the No. 6 chOice in the
1650. Miles was the third
selection in the 2oo-yard butterfly, and Pearson was the
No. 9 pick in the 200yard
breaststroke.
The winner in each event
in the NC AA finals was automatically the No. I chOice
with the other 10 performers
in each event named on a time
basis, with clockings in the
nanonal finals taking precedence over those during the
regular season.
Fortunately, the SIU trio
turned in their best times in
the nationals, setting a new
school record in the process.
McAnenev's
time of 4:49

Middle West ag ~.n produced
the largest nun.ber of any
sector in the nation with 82
individual spots out of a possible 159, and six relays out
of 20.
Those making the selections
were Bill Brooks of Harvard,
Peter Daland of Southern
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........,. ;:~~o~~~~~,A~ta~Ol~:r~I~~I~~
Oklahoma. Edward Gabel of
.. Western Michigan. Art Adam),'; son of Texas A & M, Patrick
... Earey of North Carolina,
John Higgins of Navy and
Mowerson.

.'.

KIMOIlILEs
erased
by nearly three
seconds the record of 4:51.9
he had established earlier in
the preliminaries.
Mile's
1:55.6 was two
seconds better than his own
school standard at the ti me and
Pearson also shattered his
own mark with 2:15.1.
McAneney was the big
scorer with 23 of SIU's 43
points in the big meet with a
third i!l the 500. a fifth in
the 1,650 and a tenth in the
200. Miles was third in the
200 fly and Pearson seventh
in the 200 breaststroke and
ninth in the 100.
SIU's ninth place finish was
also the best in the history of
Coach Ralph Casey's squads.
The team was 7-2 in dual
competition.
The SIU All-Americ~n delegation is the biggest in recer.t
history. SIU has had as many
as two representative" but
never three. Five d;fferent
Salukis
earned the honor
befure this season includinll

mOM McANENEY

GERALD PEARSON

McAneney's 1964 selection.
They were Norbert Rumpel,
fifth in the lOO-yard breaststroke and fourtb in tbe 200yard breaststroke in 1960; Ray
Padovan third in the 50- and

Miss Reichert Wed
To Neil Buttimer
Sigma Kappa social sorority announces the marriage of
Constance M. Reichert
to
Neil J. Buttimer, Delta Chi.
Other announcements:
Engaged:
Judith M. Williams to James R. Standard.
Sigma Tau Gamma: and Mary
A. Missavage to Ronald D.
Kcyly, Phi Kappa Tau.
Pinned: Linda L. Zurliene
to Robert C. Jesse, Delta
Chi: Sandra L. Erickson to
Carl J. Podlasek, Tau Kappa
Epsilon: Janice E. Miller to
James R. Olson. Tau Kappa
Epsilon.
Lavaliered: Mary K. Duval
to Thomas E. McGinnis, Sigma Pi.

100-yard freestyles in 1962
and eightb in the 50 and third
in the 100 in 1962; Jack Schlitz.
ninth in the 200-yard breaststroke in 1962 and 1963; and
Ted Petras ninth in the 100yard breaststroke in 1963.
On this year's squad. the

RECORDS
ALL TYPES

ePop
eFolk
eClassical

eLP's
e45's

NEEDLES
FIT ALL MAKES

eDiamond
eSapphire

Williams Store
212 s. ILLINOIS

DO YOU WANT
YOUR HOME
SOLD ...
or just listed?

tired of waiting
and hoping? we
needmore
property for a
reason; we're ouland we're out for
a reason; we sell it!
for action in your
home sale transaction, call. .•

lJtu,.t/tlt
realty co.
1000 W. MAIN ST.
DIAL

4S7~S71

Announces the opening of its new Surger House
FEATURES
MENU
e 15t Burgers
• 35C Big Cheese Burgers
e 25C Fish Sanclwich
el5C Fries
a 25CShakes
e 10 - 20C Cold Drinks

"HO-MADE" ICE CREAM
• Cones
• Dishes
• Sunclaes
eQuarts
Our Famous Golden Fried
Chicken Will be Available Next Week

• Self Service
• Dine in Air Conditioned Comfort Inside
• Or outside on our beautiful patio
eOpen 7 Days a Week. 10 a.m. to 1a.m.
701 SO. UNIVERSITY

SORRY, NO DELIVERY SERVICE

